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Spatial analysis in criminology is an emerging area due to the rapid development of technology. 

The spatial analysis can forecast future crime locations by considering prior crime and risk factors 

that potentially lead to crime. However, most study in environmental criminology has exclusively 

conducted on the relationship between place and crime. Thus, this thesis starts with selecting a 

specific individual group, which is vulnerable to crime, to make a better analysis. Also, given that 

there is no prior study on the risk terrain modeling (RTM) to the homeless related crime, exploring 

the spatial influence of the identified risk factors within the city of Los Angeles might help to 

inform a potential solution to the criminal justice system. The results show that homeless people 

are vulnerable to crime at 22 out of 26 identified specific locations regardless of types of crime. 

Specifically, homeless individuals tend to commit a crime or be victimized by crime near past drug 

arrest locations and homeless shelters. These findings explain why homeless-related crimes occur 

in specific areas with more micro-level of analysis. Also, the results prove that selecting a 

particular group at the beginning stage in the spatial crime analysis can be a promising approach 

to reducing the crime. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Recently, due to political, social and economic factors, the U.S has a significant number of 

homeless people since the 1930s, reaching almost 553,000 in 2017 (US News, 2017; BBC News, 

2017). The concentration of the large number of homelessness, often in metropolitan areas, has 

naturally led to the rise in homeless related crime (Kriegler & Berk, 2010). Homeless individuals 

have a high probability of being victimized or becoming a criminal due to their living 

circumstances (Hagan & McCarthy, 1998; Fischer, Shinn, Shrout, & Tsemberis, 2008; Jasinski, 

2010). This thesis identifies spatial crime risk factors that increase the possibility of either crimes 

against the homeless or crimes committed by homeless individuals in Los Angeles, California. 

Those spatial risk factors will ultimately inform potential policing or crime prevention through 

environmental design strategies to mitigate that crime risk related to homeless individuals.  

Many scholars, police, and researchers are trying to understand the geographic patterns of 

crime, with the ultimate goal of crime prevention (Santos, 2016). Discovering the mechanisms that 

promote crime is necessary to formulate effective crime reducing strategies (Irvin-Erickson, 2014). 

Environmental criminologists insist that geographic crime patterns stem from the interaction of 

many risk factors, which include offender, place, and contextual features of the environment 

(Caplan, Kennedy, & Miller, 2011; Irvin-Erickson, 2014).  

One growing approach of environmental criminology is about focusing on micro places 

(Eck & Weisburd, 2015; Mustaine, Tewksbury, & Stengel, 2006; Weisburd, Bushway, Lum, & 

Yang, 2004; Sherman, 1995). Prior work has found that hot spots of crime tend to be very 

temporally stable (Weisburd, Bushway, Lum, & Yang, 2004), and police strategies targeting those 
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micro place hot spots of crime have been successful (Braga, Hureau, & Papachristos, 2011). The 

application of Risk Terrain Modelling (RTM) predicting homeless related crime can both identify 

those micro place hot spots of crime, and identify spatial risk factors that contribute to increased 

risk of homeless related crime (Caplan & Kennedy, 2011; Caplan et al., 2011; Drawve, 2016; 

Barnum, Campbell, Trocchio, Caplan, & Kennedy, 2017). 

While the approach of environmental criminology at micro places is promising, it also has 

a weakness. The limitation is that most spatial analysis almost exclusively conducted on specific 

types of crime; such as, robbery, shooting, or theft. However, very few studies have been 

conducted for a specific group that have a high probability to commit a crime or are vulnerable to 

being victimized (Mustaine & Tewksbury, 2000). Thus prior work overlooks the role of the 

offender and victim, which are essential components of crime (Cohen & Felson, 1979).  

The overlooking of vulnerable groups involved in crime might result in inaccurate analysis. 

Offenders tend to be generalists, and homeless individuals are at risk of being victimized by a 

variety of different types of crime. Thus, an approach that starts with selecting specific risky group 

may better identify spatial risk factors involved in crime, as opposed to focusing on a particular 

crime type.  

Given that there have been no prior studies on the spatial risk factors associated with 

homeless crime, the purpose of this thesis is to explore the spatial influence of the identified risk 

factors via RTM. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

This chapter reviews the literature on the environmental criminology, the conceptual 

framework of the RTM, the homeless related crime in Los Angeles, and the current study’s 

hypotheses in four sections. Section Ⅰ of the chapter details theories of environmental criminology 

that focus on criminal opportunity and place. Section Ⅱ explains the conceptual framework of 

RTM. Section Ⅲ states a brief the characteristics and the problem of homelessness in Los Angeles, 

and the efforts of the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) to crimes that related to the 

homeless. Also, Section Ⅲ emphasizes the rationale of applying the RTM to the homeless related 

crime. Section Ⅳ concludes this chapter with the current research questions and hypotheses. 

Ⅰ. Environmental Criminology  

Criminal theories can be categorized mainly into two groups by the criteria of identifying 

cause and process of crime (Eck & Weisburd, 2015).  The first group focuses on criminal behavior 

at the individual level, and the other group tries to explain the criminal event itself (Eck & 

Weisburd, 2015). Criminology tends to have a larger proportion of research on the former group, 

focusing on offender and criminal behavior. They seek to identify the causes of crime based on 

factors such as self-control, social learning, or biological factors (Wortley & Mazerolle, 2008). So, 

the first group understands the crime that is the result from “a function of events that occurred 

many years beforehand” (Wortley & Mazerolle, 2008, p.3). Theories focusing on such “root 

causes” of crime tend to be criticized as either not suggesting potential interventions, or are not 

useful from the policing perspective to inform crime reduction strategies (Santos, 2016; Wortley 

& Mazerolle, 2008).  
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On the other hand, environmental criminologists seek to understand the criminal event by 

focusing on the particular settings in which crime takes place (Eck & Weisburd, 2015; Santos, 

2016).  A particular setting refers to “a location for recurrent use, for a particular activity, at a 

known time” (Felson, 2006, p.102). Some specific settings make more suitable environments for 

crime (Cohen & Felson, 1979; Eck & Weisburd, 2015; Eck & Weisburd, 2015; Santos, 2016). 

Therefore, one of the purposes of environmental criminology is to identify the relationship 

between criminal behavior and the environmental characteristics that create the criminal 

opportunity (Santos, 2016). 

Opportunity for crime 

Crime is not equally distributed over space, but the events cluster in specific areas (Caplan 

et al., 2011). According to routine activity theory, the three components of crime consist of a 

motivated offender, a suitable target, and lack of guardians at a specific time and place (Cohen & 

Felson, 1979).  Cohen and Felson (1979) emphasize that a valuable and unprotected target create 

the opportunity for crime, and a potential offender will commit a crime when there is the 

opportunity. Accordingly, Cohen and Felson (1979) insist that crime can be prevented by 

eliminating one of those three components of crime. However, preventing future crime based on 

routine activities theory is challenging if the objective of policing is to take away a motivated 

offender (Caplan, 2011). The reason is that the routine activity theory assumes that the nature of 

human tends to be motivated offenders (Wilcox, Land, & Hunt2003; Eck & Weisburd, 2015).  

In this context, crime pattern theory asserts that there is more opportunity for a crime if the 

daily activity of both offender and victim is crossed (Brantingham & Brantingham, 1993). The 
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daily activity is nodes in which a person spends most of their time, and the course of those nodes 

is called paths.  

To predict future crime, Caplan (2011) interprets the theories focusing on the spatial 

characteristics of places that influence offenders and victims. Caplan et al. (2011) insist that at all 

places have the potential opportunity for crime, but certain characteristics can create environments 

that promote (or demote) crime outcomes. Thus, specific environmental characteristic of specific 

places influence criminal opportunity (Cohen & Felson, 1979; Eck & Weisburd, 2015). 

Place as a Crime Attractor and Crime Generator  

Routine activity theory and opportunity theory explains how crime can be created and 

concentrated in the specific areas, but fails to make any explicit spatial predictions. Brantingham 

and Brantingham (1981) introduced the notion of “environmental backcloth” to describe the spatial 

relationships between environmental conditions and crime. The environmental backcloth means 

physical features of the environment that could affect to the criminal behavior (Brantingham & 

Brantingham,1993). For example, a motivated offender and a suitable target are more likely to 

meet on their respective routes from home to work or other leisure activities. The locations of those 

work and leisure nodes, as well as the paths connecting them, form the environmental backcloth 

that influence the spatial distribution of crime (Brantingham & Brantingham,1995).  

Brantingham and Brantingham (1995) divided nodes in the environmental backcloth into 

two types: crime generators and crime attractors.  Crime generators are certain areas where a high 

number of people are interacting regardless of crime motivation because many people use the node 

(Brantingham & Brantingham, 1995). Typical example of the crime generators are shopping malls 

or grocery stores. Those places do not seem dangerous, but the crime generator increases the 
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possibility of crime due to a high opportunity for interaction among many people (Brantingham & 

Brantingham, 1995). 

Crime attractors are specific places that induce motivated criminals due to its famous 

criminal opportunity. Thus the location increases the possibility of crime occurrence (Brantingham 

& Brantingham,1995). Bars, drug markets, and prostitution areas could be representative examples 

of crime attractor (Bernasco and Block, 2010). It is common for there to be fighting in the bar, 

drug trafficking in drug markets, or illegal sex purchase in prostitution areas (Brantingham & 

Brantingham, 1995). While prior work tends to focus on the offender perspective, that offenders 

choose particular locations to commit crime based on the availability of many suitable targets 

(Bernasco, Block, & Ruiter, 2013), implicit in this is process is a clustering of vulnerable victims. 

Thus areas that influence the congregation of vulnerable victims, such as a homeless shelter, may 

also be considered a crime attractor. 

In practice, often one cannot tell the difference between whether a place is a crime attractor 

or a crime generator. Locations may be both simultaneously. For example, a popular bar may bring 

about both a higher number of individuals interacting in a small space (thus being consistent with 

the crime generator typology), but also may attract offenders interested in pick pocketing 

inebriated patrons. 

Ⅱ. Risk and Crime Analysis 

Crime analysis 

The effort to prevent crime mostly falls on the shoulders of police. Before allocating police 

resources, the actions of policing need to be based on crime analysis. The reason is that crime 

analysis can provide a vast and useful range of information through a systematic study of crime 
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and disorder (Santos, 2016). The purpose of crime analysis is to support the police operation in 

“criminal apprehension, crime and disorder reduction, crime prevention, and evaluation” (Santos, 

2016, p.5).  

Among those type of crime analysis, spatial analysis is emerging with the rapid 

development of technology and the increase in available data (Santos, 2016, p.3).  Spatial analysis 

is focused on the relationship between place and criminal event, often communicated via displays 

of crime patterns using geographic information systems (GIS) (Hill & Paynich, 2013; Santos, 

2016). GIS allows visualizing where the risk of crime is higher, as well as the spatial influence of 

nearby risk factors (Caplan, 2011). GIS helps to combine both crime data and other aspects of the 

environment from many diverse sources (Groff & La Vigne, 2002).  

Considering the primary objective of crime analysis is to identify “warning signs across 

time and space and inform a proactive approach to predict crime,” retrospective mapping of crime 

hot spots is potentially limited in predicting future crime (Groff & La Vigne, 2002, p.30). Because 

of this, researchers have attempted to develop predictive crime analysis models that include more 

factors than simply where previous crimes have occurred (Groff & La Vigne, 2002). One of the 

critical elements to predict future crime is criminal risks that are closely related to how aspects of 

built environment influence crime opportunities. 

Risk Assessment and Spatial Influence 

As mentioned earlier, crime generators and attractors serve as risk factors that potentially 

lead to crimes (Kennedy & Van Brunschot, 2009; Caplan et al., 2011; Brantingham & 

Brantingham, 1995). Thus, predicting the crime location requires an understanding of the risk 

factors in a contextual perspective, and is not just dependent on past incident locations. The risk 
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assessment helps to identify dangerous or vulnerable factors that influence crime (Caplan, 2011). 

Assessing the criminal risk needs to start with not only identifying potential risk factors (crime 

generators and attractors as previously mentioned), but also by operationalizing the spatial 

influence of those nodes (Piza, Feng, Kennedy, & Caplan, 2017). 

The spatial influence of features of the built environment need to be constructed by 

defining what ‘nearby’ means in practice (Caplan & Kennedy, 2011). There are three methods to 

operationalize the spatial influence of the risk factors (Caplan, 2011, p.63). The first way is by 

mapping the presence or absence of a criminogenic feature. For example, a grid cell that contains 

or overlaps a park may be at higher risk for crime (Groff & McCord, 2012).  

 Only counting whether a location influences crime at the exact location likely 

underestimates the effect of particular crime generators and attractors, as they diffuse risk into the 

surrounding environment. Another way of operationalized spatial influence is by the density of 

features. This may occur if when particular place based features cluster into certain areas, and the 

multiple crime generators or attractors have an additional effect on crime. For example, a location 

that has five bars nearby may have a larger effect on crime than a location with only one bar nearby 

(Groff, 2014).  

The final method for operationalizing spatial influence is by the distance to the nearest 

feature. For example, 53% of shooting incidents in Irvington occurred within one block from a 

criminogenic feature (Caplan, 2011). Some spatial risk factors may be intentionally spread out, 

such as mass transit stations, so operationalizing the influence as the distance to the nearest location 

makes more sense than calculating the density.  
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Risk Terrain Modeling 

Caplan et al. (2011) introduced risk terrain modeling (RTM) to predict future crime based 

on the relationship between crime and place characteristics. RTM is one crime analysis method 

for predictive policing, incorporating the potential risk factors (i.e., crime generators and crime 

attractors) and past crime data with GIS methods. RTM assesses the spatial risk factors that are 

related to crime and then visualizes areas of high risk based on those factors. 

RTM consists of three fundamental concepts; Risk, Terrain, and Modeling (Caplan & 

Kennedy, 2011). Risk indicates that the possibility of a future crime occurring, assuming known 

spatial risk factors. The risk quantified is represented as an ordinal value that allows one to rank 

locations as higher or lower risk. Second, terrain means the grid of the research area where future 

crime risk is estimated. RTM uses raster maps because it represents a continuous landscape with 

equally sized cells that allow one to look at micro places, while also operationalizing the influence 

of nearby factors. Finally, modeling refers to the “process of attributing qualities of the real world 

to micro-level within a terrain and combining multiple terrains” (Caplan & Kennedy, 2011, p.11).  

The process of RTM starts with identifying all risk factors that associated with a specific 

outcome through empirical research, literature review, professional experience or knowledge 

(Kennedy et al., 2011). Then, RTM standardizes all of crime risk factors to common geographic 

units across every place and assess the influence of crime risk factors using GIS. Each risk factor 

is assigned a value over the research area, using the three operationalizations discussed earlier: 

presence or absence, distance, and/or density (Caplan & Kennedy, 2011). Also, RTM creates a 

composite risk terrain map with values that account for all risk factors by combining the separate 
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maps (Caplan & Kennedy, 2011). The risk terrain map shows proximate places that have more 

risk or likelihood of future crime based on the local environmental context (Caplan et al., 2011). 

Table 1 shows the effectiveness of the RTM for forecasting several types of crime (i.e., 

burglary, carjacking, gang violence, illegal drug dealing, robbery, shooting, traffic accident, 

vehicle theft, and violent crime) in prior research. Caplan (2011) utilized RTM to predict the future 

shooting locations in Irvington, New Jersey. The dwellings of gang members, locations of retail 

buildings, and locations of drug arrests are the risk factors that increase the likelihood of a shooting 

(Caplan et al., 2011). Moreover, the risk terrain maps provide more accurate future shooting 

location than the retrospective crime hot spot maps (Caplan, 2011; Drawve, Grubb, Steinman, & 

Belongie, 2018). Barnum and colleagues (2017a) utilize the RTM to identify the risk factors of the 

drug market in Chicago, Illinois. Researchers found that 13 of the 28 place features increase the 

risk of drug dealing and combined models that have more criminogenic features for each type of 

drugs. RTM been applied to varying types of crime, such as homicide, assault, robbery, and theft 

(Connealy & Piza, 2019; Barnum et al., 2017b; Piza et al., 2017). RTM has also proved its 

effectiveness to predict future crimes within micro-place nearby the identified risk factors across 

several countries (Andresen & Hodgkinson, 2018; Giménez-Santana, Caplan, & Drawve, 2018; 

Onat, Akca, & Fatih Bastug, 2017; Ohyama & Amemiya, 2018). Even though RTM is one of the 

promising predictive policing methods, the studies utilizing RTM have exclusively focused on 

specific types of crime, same as the majority of prior environmental criminal research. 
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Table 1. Results of Studies through the RTM 

Crime Type                           Main finding Research source 

Burglary 
RTM has explored to property crime, and the risk terrain values 

were significantly positively related with the residential burglary 

Andresen and 

Hodgkinson (2018) 
   

Carjacking 
RTM has found six environmental features to the carjacking and 

identified its spatial influence 
Lersch (2017) 

   

Gang Violence 
Research has found that RTM can identify meaningful place 

features that spatially influences gang homicides and gang assaults 
Valasik (2018) 

   

Homicide and 

Assault 

Research has shown that socio-economic stratification effects on 

future violence incidents, and it tends to happen at the identified 

high-risk places by RTM  

Giménez-Santana et 

al. (2018) 

   

Illegal Drug-

related Crime 

RTM has identified the landscape features that increase the 

likelihood of illegal drug dealings, and it has proved the usefulness 

to forecast future illicit drug activities. 

Barnum et al. 

(2017a); Onat et al. 

(2017) 
   

Robbery  

RTM has found the place features that were significant risk factors 

for robbery, it was more accurate to predict the crime hot spot than 

the retrospective methods, and place based risked factors vary 

across different robbery types (i.e. commercial vs on-street) 

Barnum et al. 

(2017b); Drawve 

(2016); Connealy & 

Piza (2019) 
   

Shootings 

RTM has suggested statistically significant predictor of future 

shooting and was more accurate than the traditional hotspots 

density mapping 

Caplan (2011); 

Caplan et al. (2011) 

   

Traffic Accident 

Research used RTM to identify risk places that related to the 

occurrence of a vehicle crash, and it was more accurate than the 

results of hot spots on primitivity 

Drawve et al. 

(2018). 

Vehicle theft 
RTM has discovered the evident risk factors for motor vehicle theft 

and recovery and its predictive accuracy 

Piza et al. (2017); 

Ohyama and 

Amemiya (2018) 
   

 

Ⅲ. Homelessness and Crime in the City of Los Angeles 

Overview 

Homeless means people who are suffering from housing difficulty without a permanent 

home (Pain & Francis, 2004). Many factors contribute to individuals being homeless, and the 

number of homelessness has recently increased in the United States (Kriegler & Berk, 2010). The 

count of homelessness in 2017 became around 553,000 in the United States and tended to 

concentrate in some metropolitan area (BBC News, 2017). Specifically, Los Angeles has been one 
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of the cities where the largest number of homeless individuals are living, around one percent of 

the total city’s population (Kriegler & Berk, 2010; US News, 2018). Also, the number of homeless 

people in Los Angeles increased sharply in 2017, and the count reached almost 31,300 (BBC News, 

2017; LA Almanc, 2018). Therefore, homelessness is one of many serious problems in Los 

Angeles (Berk & MacDonald, 2010) 

Living environments of homeless people increase the chances of engaging in crime (Hagan 

& McCarthy, 1998; Fischer et al., 2008). For example, Jahiel (1992) found that 13 percent of 

homeless people use illegal methods for income and 31 percent have experience using illicit drugs 

in Los Angeles. Also, Fischer et al. (2008) suggest that homeless people who have mental illness 

show a higher rate of violence than general people.  

Homelessness also increases the chances of being victimized. For example, homeless 

women and children are exposed to high-risk environments (Crawford, Whitbeck & Hoyt, 2011). 

Jasinski (2010) found that a completed or attempted rape victimizes 56 percent of homeless 

women, and 75 percent have experienced physical assaults, such as being bitten, threatened with 

a weapon, or violence by a partner. Ballintyne (1999) found that around 80% of homeless 

individuals have been victimized.  

To address this, the LAPD implemented the Safer Cities Initiative (SCI) to reduce the 

homeless related crime in the Skid Row encampment (Berk & MacDonald, 2010). The Skid Row 

area, located in nearby downtown of Los Angeles, is known as a crime hot spot because there is a 

high prevalence of substance abuse, robberies, and prostitution (Kriegler & Berk, 2010). The 

LAPD conducted the SCI using crackdowns, foot patrol, undercover officers, and increasing the 

mobile police command station starting in 2006 (Berk & MacDonald, 2010). However, the impact 
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of the SCI was modest and just succeeded to displace homeless people from Skid Row (Berk & 

MacDonald, 2010; Vitale, 2010). The total of homeless related crime has not been reduced. Los 

Angeles had 6,600 arrests of homeless in 2017 (US News, 2018). The fact that homeless crime in 

Los Angeles did not decline in response to the SCI intervention suggests the need for more 

comprehensive and dynamic crime analysis to prevent homeless crime. 

Applying an Environmental Approach in Homeless-Related Crime 

Many environmental theorists assume that crime is not equally distributed over space, but 

that crime events happen in specific areas (Caplan et al., 2011). For example, Sherman and Buerger 

(1989) found that only 3 percent of addresses or intersections in Minneapolis represented a total 

of 50% of the police calls for service.  

While environmental criminology is promising, it has an inherent weakness that stems from 

the characteristics that focus on the relationship between a criminal event and contextual factors 

that create criminal opportunity. One key weakness of spatial analysis based on the environmental 

criminology is that it has been almost exclusively concentrated on specific types of crime, such as 

drug trafficking, robberies, or shootings (Santos, 2016; Eck & Weisburd, 2015; Caplan et al., 2011; 

Kennedy et al., 2011; Barnum et al., 2017a; Drawve, 2016). Very few studies have examined the 

spatial patterns for a specific group that has a high probability to commit a crime or is vulnerable 

to crime. Place based characteristics may differentially influence offenders and victims. Therefore, 

exclusively emphasizing the criminal opportunity focusing on the crime type might result in 

overlooking other two components (i.e., motivated offender and suitable target).  

This thesis identifies crime risk factors that potentially create incidents that are related to 

homeless individuals. The homeless individual has a high possibility of becoming a criminal or 
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victim due to their living characteristics (Hagan & McCarthy, 1998; Fischer et al., 2008; Crawford 

et al., 2011; Jasinski, 2010; Gaetz, 2004). However, predicting offender and victim among 

homeless people is not a simple task. Because most homeless individuals do not have a specific 

private place, job or income, and daily routine hour (Jahiel, 1992).  Moreover, the type of homeless 

crime varies from illicit drug use to violence so that covering all the anticipated homeless crime 

offender or victims needs many police resource (Jasinski, 2010).  Accordingly, just focusing on 

individual people to prevent homeless crime is not attractive to police. Instead, they want more 

precise and specific future crime locations (Santos, 2016).  

Therefore, the direction of crime analysis as applied to homeless crimes needs to 

incorporate a place-based approach. Moreover, the lesson from the SCI indicates that just targeting 

skid row does not reduce the homeless crime fundamentally. Applying RTM could supplement the 

weakness of the traditional spatial crime analysis because it allows pinpointing crime risk factors 

of the built environments that generate or attract the homeless crime (Barnum et al. 2017b; Caplan, 

2011). Also, given that there is no initiative on the RTM research of homeless related crime, 

beginning with choosing the vulnerable individual group in criminogenic perspectives might 

suggest a new paradigm for preventing crime (Caplan et al., 2011; Caplan, 2011; Drawve, 2016; 

Barnum et al., 2017a; Giménez-Santana et al., 2018; Drawve et al., 2018; Lersch, 2017; Valasik, 

2018; Onat et al., 2017; Ohyama & Amemiya, 2018; Andresen & Hodgkinson, 2018). 

Ⅳ. Current Study 

The prior literature on environmental criminology, spatial analysis, and dangerous living 

characteristics of homeless people give rise to the needs of this study. In particular, identifying the 

risk factors for homeless related crime can address some of the weaknesses of prior environmental 
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studies as mentioned earlier. Accordingly, the current study identifies the risk factors by the violent 

and property crime, and then further seeks the risk factors of homeless related differentiating 

between crime by the homeless offender and homeless victim. 

Research Questions and Hypotheses 

Research Question 1. Do homeless-related crimes have specific spatial crime patterns according 

to each situation? 

 

1.1 The spatial pattern of the homeless related crime differs within the type of crime. 

 

1.2 The spatial crime patterns vary depending on whether the homeless individual is the 

perpetrator or the victim. 

 

Given that certain types of crime have specific risk factors in a particular place (Caplan & 

Kennedy, 2016; Andresen & Hodgkinson, 2018; Barnum et al., 2017b), homeless-related crimes 

might have specific criminogenic place features that create criminal opportunity. In this context, 

the first research question is to explore the spatial crime patterns of homeless-related crimes by 

dividing it into several cases. Also, the first hypothesis separates the homeless related crime by the 

violent and property crime, assuming each crime type has different risk factors. Furthermore, the 

second hypotheses further divide the outcome events by the homeless offender and victim, 

assuming there are different place features whether the homeless people commit the crime, or the 

crime happened to the homeless individual. 

Research Question 2. What places need the priority of policing to address the homeless related 

crimes? 

 

2.1 Each place featured as a risk factor has a different spatial influence on the incident       

by homeless people and the victimization of a homeless individual. 

 

2.2 Crime attractor has more spatial influence than crime generator in the homeless 

related crime 
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METHODOLOGY 

 

 

Ⅰ. Study setting 

The city of Los Angeles is one of the largest cities in the United States, and the most 

populous city in California. Around 4,000,000 persons are living there, according to the estimates 

of the U.S. Census Bureau for 2017. Also, Los Angeles has the second largest number of homeless 

individuals in the United States, reaching almost 32,000 in 2017 (Los Angeles Almanac, 2018). 

Figure 1 displays estimates of the spatial distribution of the homeless population in the city of Los 

Angeles at the block group level. Many numbers of homeless individuals naturally cause 

complaints about homeless encampments, public intoxication, loitering, and aggressive 

panhandling (Kriegler & Berk, 2010).  
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Figure 1. Count of Homeless Individuals in the City of Los Angeles (2017) 
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Ⅱ. Data 

The current study examines two kinds of publicly available data from the Los Angeles 

Open Data and Los Angeles County GIS Data Portal website1. The first type is crime data, the 

other one is the form of GIS data for place based characteristics. The data is selected from the 

source according to the theoretical framework to identify risk factors of homeless related crime.  

Crime Data 

The Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) provides incident level reported crime data 

through the Los Angeles Open Data website. This data includes offense level codes that signal 

whether the victim and/or the offender were believed by the officer to be homeless. The current 

study used the homeless related crime within the last five years (2013-2017) from the Los Angeles 

Open Data website (Table 2).  

 

Table 2. Homeless-Related Crime in Los Angeles (2013-2017)  

 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 

Total 1,821 2,268 4,816 6,872 9,142 

Offence 1,168 1,421 3,178 4,910 6,738 

Victimization 699 943 1,928 2,326 2,725 

Offence and 

Victimization 
66 96 290 364 321 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 

   1  Crime and geospatial data publicly available on Los Angeles Open Data website: data.lacity.org and Los Angeles 
CountyGIS Data Portal website: egis3.lacounty.gov 
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Geospatial Data 

This geospatial data on the study area is available through on the Los Angeles County GIS 

Data Portal website. The website provides the landscape data (i.e., boundary specified by district, 

street centerlines, park, alleys, and walk road) for the city of Los Angeles. Also, the transportation 

area (i.e., bus stops, DASH stops, Express stops, Metro station, and city link locations) and 

homeless shelters come from the Los Angeles County GIS Data Portal.  

In addition, most of the locations of potential risk factors (i.e., bridges, check-cashing 

stores, convenience stores, department stores, fast-food restaurants, gas stations, grocery stores, 

libraries, shopping centers, drinking places, laundromats, liquor stores, and pawn shops) are 

obtained from LexisNexis website, using specific Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) or North 

American Industry Classification System (NAICS) code in each potential risk factors. Also, 

locations of past drug and prostitution arrests are from Los Angeles Open Data website. The 

collected addresses of the potential risk factors were geocoded into latitude and longitude 

coordinate using the ArcMap.  

Ⅲ. Measures 

Outcome event 

The outcomes of the current study are categorized mainly by two types (Table 3). The 

outcome is the homeless related crime occurring from 2013-2017 in the City of Los Angeles 

geocoded to the address level. The first type of outcome is locations of violent crime (i.e., 

aggravated assault, forcible rape, murder, and robbery) and property crime (i.e., arson, burglary, 

larceny-theft, and motor vehicle) that are either perpetrated against homeless individuals or 

committed by homeless individuals. The criteria of the crime category follow the Uniform Crime 
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Report by U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation’s index crime (James, 2008). This outcome proves 

the risk factors of crime differs by the type of crime. The second outcome further breaks down 

crimes by whether it was perpetrated by a homeless individual, or a homeless individual was the 

one victimized; violent crime by a homeless individual, violent crime to a homeless individual, 

property crime by a homeless individual, and property crime to a homeless individual.   

 

Table 3. Categorization of Outcome Event  

Category                           Outcome Incident 

1 
Total locations of violent crime related to homeless individuals 2013-2017 7,708 

Total locations of property crime related to homeless individuals 2013-2017 4,756 

2 

Violent crime by homeless individuals 2013-2017 4,019 

Violent crime to homeless individuals 2013-2017 3,689 

Property crime by homeless individuals 2013-2017 3,473 

Property crime to homeless individuals 2013-2017 1,283 

 

Potential Risk factors 

A total of 26 types of place features were utilized based on crime pattern theory and existing 

empirical research (Barnum et al., 2017a; Drawve, 2016; Barnum et al., 2017b; Kennedy et al., 

2011). The place features as a potential risk factor are showed in Table 4. The place features are 

primarily categorized into crime generators and crime attractors (Brantingham & Brantingham, 

1995). 

Crime Generators 

In this thesis, the most important criteria for determining a crime generator whether a 

location type is that all individual regardless of their job, status, income, race, or gender are using, 
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passing, and commuting around the place based feature. According to this guideline, the first 

features of the landscape are crime generators are transportation stops, such as bus stops, DASH 

stops (i.e., DASH is a local bus service in the level of a neighborhood with cheap and frequent 

trips), Commuter Express stops (i.e., Commuter Express is a bus service with providing faster and 

larger size bus than normal bus), and Metro stations. Substantial numbers of homeless individuals 

use public transportation as a form of night-time shelter (Nichols & Cázares, 2011).  

Public spaces and facilities (i.e., alleys, parks, bridges, sidewalks, streets, and libraries) are 

also categorized as crime generators (Brantingham & Brantingham, 1995). Homeless people often 

use such outdoor public spaces for sleep (Lee & Schreck, 2005; Ballintyne, 1999). The public 

places where homeless people are living are the path where many people are commuting for their 

routine activity (Brantingham & Brantingham, 1995). Also, many homeless are using open public 

facilities like a library (The Gaurdian, 2017; Walsh, 2018).  

The final potential risk factors as a crime generator are larger shopping locations (i.e., 

department stores and shopping center), smaller stores (i.e., convenience stores and grocery 

stores), fast-food restaurants, and gas stations. These are locations where people tend to have cash 

(Barnum et al., 2017b). Thus they may be popular either as locations for suitable offending (such 

as robbery), or places where homeless individuals pan-handle, and so may be more vulnerable to 

victimization. 

Crime Attractors 

The location as a crime attractor induces the offender through its well-known opportunity 

for crime (Brantingham & Brantingham, 1993; Brantingham & Brantingham, 1995).  In this thesis, 

the most significant difference between a crime attractor and a crime generator is the opportunity 
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for accessibility of ordinary people in their routine activities. The prior crime generators tend to 

be used by all of the public, whereas crime attractors tend to be utilized by individuals of lower 

socio-economic status or specific to the homeless. The first group of crime attractors are check-

cashing stores, pawn shops, laundromats, and tattoo parlors (Drawve, 2016). Such stores tend to 

be located in high crime risk areas where low income and high minority are living (Graves, 2003). 

Also, near to those locations, people are carrying small cash or goods that exchangeable, thus 

making them attractive targets of robberies or property crime (Drawve, 2016; Graves, 2003). 

Laundromats also often use cash transactions and have less supervision at that place (Block & 

Davis, 1996). Tattoo parlors are also a suitable victim of the crime due to carrying small cash 

(Drawve, 2016). Thus, homeless people who plan to commity property crime might target to the 

people who use check-cashing stores, pawn shops, and tattoo parlors. 

The second group is alcohol-related places (i.e., drinking places and liquor stores). Alcohol 

might play a role as a crime triggers in the drinking places or liquor stores because there is likely 

to be the presence of intoxicated people (Brantingham & Brantingham, 1993; Barnum et al., 

2017b). Thus, the places of on-site alcohol increase the crime rate (Barnum, 2017b; Piza et al., 

2017). Also, intoxicated people could be an offender to homeless people or victim by the homeless 

individual. For example, around 34 percent of homicide offenders had evidence of alcohol usage, 

and around 43 percent of the victim by the homicide had the evidence of alcohol usage 

(Gruenewald, 2013). Therefore, drinking places and liquor stores are a potential opportunity for 

homeless-related crime due to the presence of intoxicated people. 

Homeless shelters are established to provide several social services for the homeless 

individual (Faraji, Ridgeway, & Wu, 2018). Prior research has shown that when a homeless shelter 
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opens, property crime within 100 meters of that facilities is increased by 56 percent (Faraji et al., 

2018). The reason is that many homeless tend to be motivated for property crime if there are 

suitable targets that are lack of guardianship (Faraji et al., 2018). Moreover, the homeless shelter 

does not always prevent homeless related crime. Many offenders (e.g., illegal drug possession and 

dealing, weapon possession, and violence) are living in the shelters, and women in the shelter are 

exposed to sexual assault due to insufficient guardianship (Moore, 2018; CBS New York, 2018). 

In this context, a homeless shelter might function in attracting motivated homeless individuals for 

property and violent crime. 

The final crime attractor is past locations of illegal narcotics-related arrests and past 

locations of prostitution. Illegal drug dealing and prostitution areas are likely to relate to several 

types of crime. The reason is that narcotic related crime and sex trade could be caused by an 

organized crime involving gangs and violence (Weitzer, 2011; Enge, 2014). Also, many homeless 

people are likely to engage in those same illegal behaviors (Fischer et al., 2008; Jahiel, 1992; 

Jasinski, 2010; Goodman & Glenn, 2006). For example, prostitution is one method to get money 

and goods for some homeless women (Goodman & Glenn, 2006). However, Goodman and Glenn 

(2006) insist that the prostitutes who are homeless women are more likely to participate in illegal 

drug dealing or to be a victim of sexual assault than other homeless victims. Furthermore, around 

one-third of the homeless people have used illicit drugs in Los Angeles (Jahiel, 1992). Therefore, 

given that the possibility of homeless related crime, illegal marketplaces could be a crime attractor. 
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Table 4. Counts of Potential Risk Factors 

Potential Risk Factors Counts (n) Data Type Spatial Operationalization 

Crime 

Generator 

Alleys 11,869 Polyline Proximity 

Bridges 2,297 Point Both Proximity and Density 

Bus Stops 10,994 Point Both Proximity and Density 

Community DASH Stops 1,621 Point Both Proximity and Density 

Commuter Express Stops 375 Point Both Proximity and Density 

Convenience Stores 402 Point Both Proximity and Density 

Department Stores 504 Point Both Proximity and Density 

Downtown DASH stops 204 Point Both Proximity and Density 

Fast-food Restaurants 2,074 Point Both Proximity and Density 

Gas Stations 1,893 Point Both Proximity and Density 

Grocery Stores 1,527 Point Both Proximity and Density 

Libraries 81 Point Both Proximity and Density 

Metro Stations 55 Point Both Proximity and Density 

Shopping Centers 87 Point Both Proximity and Density 

Sidewalks 1,844 Polygon Proximity 

Parks 321 Point Both Proximity and Density 

Streets 26,624 Polyline Proximity 

Crime 

Attractor 

Check-cashing store 817 Point Both Proximity and Density 

Drinking Places 400 Point Both Proximity and Density 

Homeless Shelters 97 Point Both Proximity and Density 

Laundromats 642 Point Both Proximity and Density 

Liquor Stores 1,432 Point Both Proximity and Density 

Past Drug Arrests 11,210 Point Density 

Past Prostitution Arrests 3,272 Point Density 

Pawn Shops 2,137 Point Both Proximity and Density 

Tattoo Parlor 132 Point Both Proximity and Density 

 

Ⅳ. Analytic Plan 

In the current study, the data analysis consisted of primarily of three stages. The first phase 

is descriptive mapping to verify whether homeless crime clusters and whether it appears related to 
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other place-based features. The second phase is statistical testing to identify specific risk factors 

that affect homeless offending and victimization. That statistical testing is used to assess the spatial 

influence of the identified risk factors and create a map of predicted areas of high risk. 

 

Statistical Testing 

Risk Terrain Modeling Utility (RTMDx) software, which is developed by the Rutgers 

Center on Public Security, is used to conduct the statistical analysis (Caplan & Kennedy, 2013). 

Many research and police agencies are using this utility (Caplan et al., 2015; Barnum et al., 2017a).  

The RTMDx statistically identify significant risk factors to a specific outcome from many 

potential place features (Barnum et al., 2017b). Each model starts with setting outcome event (i.e., 

locations of violent crime to a homeless individual, locations of violent crime by a homeless 

individual, locations of property crime to a homeless individual, locations of property crime by 

homeless individual) and 26 potential risk factors. The principles of the RTMDx assumes a Poisson 

distribution of outcome events and construct an elastic net penalized regression model restricting 

the coefficients to be positive (Barnum et al., 2017b). The penalized regression eases expected 

problems with spurious correlation due to multiple comparisons by making the broad set of 

potential risk factors into a smaller set of variables (Piza et al., 2017). Then, the RTMDx conducts 

a bidirectional stepwise regression to determine the final model with only one type of spatial 

influence per independent variable (Piza et al., 2017). Finally, the RTMDx program select the most 

suitable model with lowest the BIC score between the Poisson and a negative binomial distribution 

(Piza et al., 2017). 

To identify the risk factors and estimate the spatial influence of the identified risk factors, 

RTMDx needs standardized inputs; specifically influencing type, block length, cell size, spatial 
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operationalization, and distance increments of potential influence. First, the effect type for all of 

the listed variables is set to aggravating, as all of the factors are expected to increase homeless 

related crime (Barnum et al., 2017b). The average block length of the city of Los Angeles is around 

480 feet, and so cell sizes are set to one-half the mean block length (240 feet) in the study area. 

This results in a continuous raster grid of equally sized 240 x 240-foot cells over Los Angeles (N 

= 235,351). Table 4 displays how each crime generator is operationalized, either as proximity, 

density, or both. The distance increments are set to (in feet) 240, 480, 720, 960, 1200, and 1440.  
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CHAPTER 4 

 

RESULTS 

 

 

Ⅰ. Spatial Patterns of Homeless Related Crimes 

Figure 2 displays kernel density maps of homeless related crime, separated by whether the 

offender was homeless or the victim was homeless, as well as whether the crime involved violence 

or was property related. The mapping indicates that it is not crucial whether crime is violence or 

property crime. However, it makes a difference according to whether homeless individual is victim 

or offender. high-density areas of crime hotspots in all models are not too different. Furthermore, 

distribution patterns of some areas of crime hotspot with small density on the property crime are 

different depends on the homeless offender or homeless victim.  
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Figure 2. Spatial crime patterns between violent crime and property crime that are related 

with homeless individuals in Los Angeles (2013-2017) 

Note: Kernel density was estimated with “fixed radius” and “900 feet” bandwidth. And, the 

numbers represent the density per “square mile. 
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Ⅱ. Significant Risk Factors and Spatial Influences  

The second research question is to identify the criminogenic place features that significantly 

influence the homeless related crime. The analysis is conducted on the four models that are 

categorized by Model 1 (violent crime to homeless individual), Model 2 (violent crime by a 

homeless individual), Model 3 (property crime to homeless individual), and Model 4 (property 

crime by a homeless individual). Table 5 displays the results of the RTM analysis including the 

risk factors (i.e., criminogenic landscape features) that increase the probability of homeless related 

crime. Each model suggests a spatial influence (i.e., SI), a spatial operationalization (i.e., D for 

density, and P for proximity), and relative risk factors (i.e., RRV). The spatial operationalization 

explains how the risk factors effects to its crime outcome, either as a function of proximity near 

the risk factors or within a specific place where the risk factors are clustered. The spatial influence 

describes the extent of effect to one-half (i.e., 240 ft.), one (i.e., 480 ft.), one and one-half (i.e., 720 

ft.), two (i.e., 960 ft.), two and one-half (i.e., 1200 ft.), or three blocks (i.e., 1,440 ft.) that are 

weighted value of each place feature relative to another risk factors within each model. 

Overall, the total 26 place features are tested by the RTM and 22 landscape features are 

identified as a risk factor except for four place features (i.e., alleys, sidewalks, streets, and tattoo 

parlor). More specifically, 13 risk factors were significant criminogenic landscape features for 

Model 1; 16 in Model 2; 13 in Model 3; 18 in Model 4. The spatial influence of all models ranged 

from 240 feet to 1,440 feet. Also, the RRVs ranged from 1.4 to 27.6 in Model 1, from 1.361 to 

23.102 in Model 2, from 1.3 to 24.5 in Model 3, and from 1.2 to 22.7 in Model 4. 
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Table 5. Results of Risk Terrain Model 

Risk Factor 

Model 1 

(Violence to 

homeless) 

Model 2 

(Violence by 

homeless) 

Model 3 

(Property crime 

to homeless) 

Model 4 

(Property crime 

by homeless) 

SI/O RRV SI/O RRV SI/O RRV SI/O RRV 

Crime generator         

Alleys − − − − − − − − 

Bridges 1440 (D) 1.4 1200 (D) 1.4 − − 480 (P) 1.8 

Bus Stops 720 (D) 2.1 960 (D) 1.9 960 (D) 2.3 1440 (P) 1.8 

Community DASH Stops − − 240 (D) 1.4 − − 240 (D) 1.6 

Commuter Express Stops − − − − − − 1440 (D) 1.8 

Convenience Stores − − 240 (D) 1.6 − − − − 

Department Stores 1200 (D) 1.6 1200 (D) 1.6 960 (P) 1.6 1200 (P) 1.9 

Downtown DASH stops 1440 (P) 2.2 1440 (P) 2.4 1440 (P) 3.7 1440 (P) 2.2 

Fast-food Restaurants 1440 (P) 1.6 240 (D) 1.7 1440 (P) 2.0 720 (P) 1.5 

Gas Stations 240 (D) 1.5 − − − − − − 

Grocery Stores 1440 (D) 1.7 1200 (P) 1.9 1440 (D) 1.6 480 (D) 1.3 

Libraries − − − − 480 (D) 2.2 − − 

Metro Stations 480 (D) 1.6 720 (P) 1.3 960 (D) 1.7 720 (P) 2.3 

Shopping Centers − − 1200 (D) 1.4 − − 1440 (P) 2.2 

Sidewalks − − − − − − − − 

Parks 1440 (P) 1.5 1440 (P) 1.5 1440 (P) 1.4 − − 

Streets − − − − − − − − 

Crime attractor         

Check-cashing store − − − − − − 1440 (D) 1.2 

Drinking Places − − − − − − 240 (D) 2.9 

Homeless Shelters 480 (P) 4.9 

 

720 (D) 3.5 480 (P) 8.4 720 (D) 2.9 

Laundromats − − − − − − 480 (P) 1.5 

Liquor Stores 1440 (P) 1.9 1440 (P) 2.0 1440 (P) 1.8 240 (D) 1.7 

Past Drug Arrests 240 (D) 27.6 240 (D) 23.1 240 (D) 24.5 240 (D) 22.7 

Past Prostitution Arrests 480 (P) 2.1 240 (D) 2.2 240 (D) 2.4 1440 (P) 1.5 

Pawn Shops − − 1440 (P) 1.4 960 (P) 1.3 960 (P) 1.4 

Tattoo Parlor − − − − − − − − 

NOTES: SI: Spatial Influence (in feet); O: Operationalization (D: Density, P: Proximity); RRV: Relative Risk Value. 
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Ten place features (i.e., bus stops, department stores, downtown DASH stops, fast-food 

restaurants, grocery stores, metro stations, homeless shelters, liquor stores, past drug arrests, and 

past prostitution arrests) were identified as a risk factor to the homeless related crime in all study 

models. The results are mostly consistent with theoretical expectations that are stated in Chapter 

3. However, there is some variance in the selected factors across the different models. For example, 

gas stations were the only significant risk factor to Model 1, and convenience stores were an only 

significant risk factor to the model of Model 2. Also, libraries were an only significant risk factor 

to Model 3. Furthermore, commuter Express stops, check-cashing stores, drinking places, and 

laundromats were an only significant risk factor to Model 4. 

Moreover, the relative risk of different factors varies some across the different models. More 

specifically, the density of past drug arrests within 240-foot (i.e., one-half block) bandwidth were 

about 27.55 times as likely to increase compared to other places where the influence of any risk 

factors did not exist. Besides, past drug arrests place was the riskiest place feature in Model 2 

(RRV = 23.1), Model 3 (RRV = 24.5), and Model 4 (RRV = 22.7). All models consistently 

represented that each crime outcome was higher within about one-half block of past narcotics-

related arrests areas. Past drug arrest areas were around three to ten times riskier for the crime 

outcomes than the second highest risk place feature within each model.  

Both crime generator and crime attractors were selected as significant risk factors in each 

model. Thirteen place features were significant to the homeless related crime as a crime generator, 

and eight crime attractors were identified as a significant influences on crime risk. Table 6 shows 

that the top five highest significant risk factors across all models according to their RRV. Two 

significant risk factors are crime attractors (i.e., past drug arrests and homeless shelters) across all 
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models. Also, overall the number of crime attractor as the top five highest significant risk factors 

is at least three. More specifically, Model 1 has three crime attractors and two crime generators. 

Model 2 has four crime attractors and one crime generator. Model 3 has three crime attractors and 

two crime generators. Model 4 has three crime attractors and two crime generators. 

Table 6. Top Five Highest Significant Risk Factors  

Priority 

Model 1 

(Violence to 

homeless) 

Model 2 

(Violence by 

homeless) 

Model 3 

(Property crime to 

homeless) 

Model 4 

(Property crime by 

homeless) 

1 Past Drug Arrests (A) Past Drug Arrests (A) Past Drug Arrests (A) Past Drug Arrests (A) 

2 
Homeless Shelters (A) Homeless Shelters (A) Homeless Shelters (A) Homeless Shelters (A) 

3 
Downtown DASH stops (G) Downtown DASH stops (G) Downtown DASH stops (G) Drinking Places (A) 

4 
Bus Stops (G) Past Prostitution Arrests (A) Past Prostitution Arrests (A) Metro Stations (G) 

5 Past Prostitution Arrests (A) Liquor Stores (A) Bus Stops (G) Downtown DASH stops (G) 

NOTES: A: Crime Attractor; G: Crime Generator. 

 

 

The results also show that variations in the spatial operationalization, degree of influence, 

and weights of effects in homeless related crime are caused by the specific combination of risk 

factors with their surroundings. In term of the spatial operationalization, the risk of the same place 

feature could be higher as a function of proximity or density. Among the ten common risk factors 

(i.e., bus stops, department stores, downtown DASH stops, fast-food restaurants, grocery stores, 

metro stations, homeless shelters, liquor stores, past drug arrests, and past prostitution arrests), just 

two risk factors (i.e., downtown DASH stops and past drug arrests) have same spatial 

operationalization across the all study settings. For example, the risk is higher to near homeless 

shelters in Model 1 and Model 3. On the other hand, the risk is higher at locations where the 

homeless shelters are clustered in Model 2 and Model 4. Just downtown DASH stops, and past 
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drug arrests have the same spatial influence across all study settings. For example, although the 

extent of influence of fast-food restaurants just one-half block Model 2, it extended to three blocks 

in Model 1 and Model 3. 

In addition, the composite risk terrain maps of each model express the combined spatial 

influence of identified place features with relative risk scores (RRS) for each model.  The RTDMx 

provides the RRS to each place in this study areas and allows easily to compare among places in 

the risk terrain maps. For example, a place with the RRS of 100 is likely to occur the homeless 

related crime 100 times higher than a place with a value of 1. Figure 4, 5, 6, and 7 show the 

distribution of the relative risk scores at each micro-level place features ranged from 1 (i.e., the 

lowest risk place) to 71,482 (i.e., the highest risk place). These composite risk terrain maps 

visualize the highest dangerous place for the homeless related crime as black color. 

Finally, the comparing the spatial patterns and the composite risk terrain maps helps to 

understand why each type of model is related with identified risk factors. Overall, the crime hot 

spot areas coincide with the relative risk score of each model. Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6 visualize the 

places where most risky places are located. This shows that risk of homeless related crime is not 

just isolated to skid row, but to areas surrounding skid row, and smaller hot spots around the city. 
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Figure 3. Composite risk terrain map with relative risk score (RRS) of Model 1 

 

 Figure 4. Composite risk terrain map with relative risk score (RRS) of Model 
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Figure 5. Composite risk terrain map with relative risk score (RRS) of Model 3 

 

 
Figure 6. Composite risk terrain map with relative risk score (RRS) of Model 4  
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CHAPTER 5 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

 

Ⅰ. Summary and Implications of Findings   

To date RTM has identified spatially significant risky places to specific types of crime 

through systematic statistical analysis (Caplan & Kennedy, 2016; Valasik, 2018). This work 

applies RTM to homeless groups, whose have a high possibility of crime as offender or victim, 

provides a new avenue of spatial crime analysis, given that there has not been any study using 

RTM to identify specific places for the future crime that related to homeless people (Andresen & 

Hodgkinson, 2018; Lersch, 2017; Valasik, 2018; Giménez-Santana et al., 2018; Barnum et al., 

2017a; Onat et al., 2017; Barnum et al., 2017b; Drawve, 2016; Caplan, 2011; Caplan et al., 2011; 

Drawve et al., 2018; Piza et al., 2017; Ohyama & Amemiya, 2018). The findings from this thesis 

identify different risk factors that predict homeless related crime. 

Overview of Findings 

As explained earlier, many place features that influence to the crime were identified by prior 

research. The purpose of the first research question of the current thesis is to examine the spatial 

patterns of homeless-related crime. The answer to the first research question is explained by the 

results of two hypotheses. The essential findings of the mappings in Chapter 4 displayed that the 

spatial patterns of the homeless related crimes by the types are not remarkably different. However, 

the spatial crime patterns that are again divided by homeless individual is offender or victim are 

slightly different at those extents and shapes of distribution. Therefore, these findings do not 

support Hypotheses 1.1 but partly support Hypotheses 1.2. 
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1.1 The spatial pattern of the homeless related crime differs within the type of crime. 

 

1.2 The spatial crime patterns vary depending on whether the homeless is the perpetrator 

or the victim. 

 

The other question is to explore the spatial influence of the identified risk factors for 

providing the priority of policing on the homeless related crime. The key findings of the RTMDx 

in Chapter 4 provided the relative risk values among 22 of 26 significant risk factors that create 

the opportunity for the homeless related crime. The values help to predict the possibility of 

homeless related crime and determine the priority of the place features. Moreover, the relative risk 

values indicate that the crime attractor is likely to have more influence on the homeless related 

crime in the city of Los Angeles. Furthermore, the composite risk terrain maps based on the relative 

risk score show that specific points are decisively effects to the spatial crime patterns. 

Consequently, Hypotheses 2.1 and 2.2 are supported in this thesis. 

2.1 Each place featured as a risk factor has a different spatial influence on the incident by   

     homeless people and the victimization of a homeless individual. 

 

2.2 Crime attractor has more spatial influence than crime generator in the homeless related  

     crime. 

 

Implications of Findings 

Those results of the current study might bring about a variety of arguments that seek to 

explain the risk factors of homeless related crime in the city of Los Angeles. 

First, the results of exploring mappings show that the hot spots of homeless related crime are 

not significantly different across all models. As like result of a prior research, the hot spots also 

tended to centralize in the Skid Row, which is already well-known as a crime hot spot in the 

jurisdiction (Kriegler & Berk, 2010). However, RTM can explain why the spatial patterns of 
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homeless related crime presence in the city of Los Angeles beyond the results of mappings that 

based on the past crime incident. Because RTM found 22 risk factors, and those things help to 

clarify the reasons for the crime concentration in an around Skid Row. Furthermore, the composite 

risk terrain maps suggested small areas that have the highest related crime risk at the micro level. 

This illustrates how RTM goes beyond just retrospective hot spot mapping, in that it both identifies 

the hot spot areas, as well as articulates potential putative factors that contribute to crime at those 

locations. 

Second, the results suggest that homeless people might be vulnerable to crime at specific 

locations regardless of types of crime. Rather, the results of mapping indicate that it is more crucial 

whether homeless people was victim or offender. Morever, the unique sets of risk factors in each 

model were not significantly different, even though RTMDx found 22 place features that would 

increase the likelihood of homeless related crime. This finding is contrary to the assumptions in 

prior literature on RTM that certain types of crime have specific risk factors in a particular place 

(Caplan & Kennedy, 2016; Andresen & Hodgkinson, 2018; Barnum et al., 2017b). Instead, this 

result implies that certain types of individuals might have particular risk factors that are spatially 

organized due to routine activities theory. In other words, homeless people in the city of Los 

Angeles might have a possibility to become offender or victim of a crime to maintain their living 

strategy in dangerous areas. For example, a young homeless female who does not has a specific 

job might take part in prostitution at the city of Los Angeles, and the woman is a motivated 

offender because of she sells her sex for the basic necessities. On the other hand, given that violent 

crime is likely to occur in prostitution areas, some sex purchasers might commit a violent to her, 

and then the homeless woman who is lack of guardianship becomes a victim of crime 
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(Brantingham & Brantingham,1995). Therefore, living environments of homeless people might 

expose them to crime as an offender or victim anytime, and this hold across many different types 

of crime. 

Third, while RTM  identified several significant risk factors to crime systematically, this 

study discovered that just one or two risk factors resulted in the biggest increases in risk across all 

models; past drug arrests and homeless shelters. The density of past drug arrests location were the 

most significant predictor of homeless related crime. Prior literature using RTM have shown the 

relationship between illegal drug market and robbery, or used illegal drug as a crime event in the 

study itself (Onat et al., 2017; Barnum et al., 2017a; Barnum et al., 2017b). However, the result of 

the current study implies that investigating to the past drug arrests location might give an answer 

why homeless related crime occurs in the city of Los Angeles, considering its overwheming 

influence among the identified risk factors. There are two plausible assumption about the 

relationship between the past drug  arrests location and homeless related crime. First, it is possible 

that the location of past drug arrests itself has ideal environments for attracting several crimes. 

Given that the characteristics of illegal drug dealing places provide customers accessibility and 

avoidence from law enforcement, those areas are attractive to the offender who plans another crime 

(Rengert, 1996). The second assumption is that homeless people in the city of Los Angeles actively 

take part in drug related crime. Jahiel (1992) found that 13 percent of homeless people use illegal 

means to generate income (which includes selling drugs), and 31 percent have experience of using 

the illicit druga in Los Angeles. In this vein, incorporating the property of past drug dealing area 

and characteristics of homeless people who are likely engaged with illegal drug activity might 

create higher risk environments for crime.  
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A second common risk factor is that homeless shelters have the second strongest influence 

on homeless related crime across all models. Prior research suggests that homeless shelter might 

increase the likelihood of drug dealing nearby due to its limited guardianship (Rengert, Ratcliffe, 

& Chakravorty, 2005; Barnum et al., 2017a).  

Fourth, this thesis indicates that the crime attractors were likely to have a significant impact 

on the homeless related crime. The reasons are that the number of crime attractors was higher than 

the crime generators across all models as a top five highest significant risk factors, and influences 

of those crime attractors were decidedly stronger than those of crime generators. In this context, 

the current research supports the findings of prior literature on RTM that crime attractors provide 

more precise forecasted crime locations than crime generator (Caplan & Kennedy, 2016). This 

phenomenon can be explained by one definition, which is a crime attractor induces offenders 

through its well-known criminal opportunity, and the crime generator increases the possibility of 

crime through active interacting among people (Brantingham & Brantingham, 1995). The 

definition implies that the surroundings of the crime attractor have more motivated offenders, 

suitable targets, and lack of guardianship. In other words, when a homeless individual who is doing 

something for the living expense or just living in near to the crime attractor, the homeless people 

might have the more criminal opportunity to be an offender or victim. For example, a location of 

illegal drug dealing tends to be a secret place with fewer people commuting and less law 

enforcement surveillance. On the other hands, a shopping mall is likely to have more people and 

more monitoring. Even if homeless individuals have the same extent of motivation for the crime, 

when they are in the near to the illegal drug dealing location, the homeless are perhaps more likely 

to commit a crime than when they are in the adjacent to shopping mall. Furthermore, the crime 
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attractor might have more number of potential offenders who come to that location for the crime 

than those of crime generator. 

Finally, even though the set of risk factors and most influential place features for each model 

were not substatively different in the current study, there was some variation among the identified 

risk factors in the spatial operationalization, degree of influence, and weights across the study 

models, which is consistent with the results of prior literature on RTM (Barnum et al., 2017b). For 

example, the risk of homeless shelter is determined by the proximity in Model 1, but the risk is set 

by the density in Model 2. One possible explanation for this finding is that a risk of homeless 

related crime might be differently influenced by the distribution of risk factors by paths according 

to each situation (Brantingham & Brantingham, 1993). Although the place features presence at the 

same location, the paths at the place might differently function for the types of homeless related 

crime. Because each environmental feature located with various path networks that might allow to 

commute or restrict travel (Barnum et al., 2017b). For example, imagine a homeless person plans 

for cash theft at a metro station, which crosses with paths that many people are commuting. In this 

situation, the metro station can create a favorable environment for property crime because it 

provides easy access and quick escape. Indeed, if the homeless individual locates to the metro 

station closely, their likelihood for success will be increased. Thus, the function of certain place 

feature to the homeless related crime might interact with environments including paths that are 

located along that place.  

Ⅱ. Limitations  

Although the current thesis suggests unique implications that may be contributable to prevent 

homeless related crime, like most others, the findings have some limitations that need to be 
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interpreted carefully. First, this study used crime data regarding the outcome event and two risk 

factors (i.e., past drug arrests, and past prostitution arrests). The crime data have inherent the 

reporting bias because it does not include all crimes (Piza et al., 2017). Reported crime data means 

just officially reported data so that there might be a variety of unreported crime data. Given that 

homeless people are likely to not have specific guardianship, even if someone victimizes them, 

they might not report the crime due to a fear of revenge from the offender (Hagan & McCarthy, 

1998; Fischer et al., 2008; Crawford et al., 2011; Jasinski, 2010; Gaetz, 2004). Furthermore, this 

study utilized crime data from open data portals, so that the reported data might have inconsistency 

according to the ability of police officer or the jurisdiction. Hence, if the amount of unreported 

data is substantial, the findings of this study might have less validity.  

Second, the distinction between the crime attractor and the categorization of whether a place 

is a crime generator or a crime attractor might bring about another argument. As explained earlier, 

in the present study, two most significant differences are the accessibility of ordinary people to the 

crime generator regardless of any conditions, and crime attractors are those who are most utilized 

by those of lower socio-economic status. However, it is possible that all crime generator in the city 

of Los Angeles is not used by the general public. Also, the crime attractors might always not be in 

the areas that are famous with criminal opportunity. For example, if a metro station is located in a 

dangerous area where crime happens very frequently, the general public may avoid that particular 

station. Therefore, the distinction between crime generator and crime attractor in this study might 

not cover all areas in the city of Los Angeles. 

The third limitation is about spuriousness. This study utilizing RTM analysis tried to include 

all possible place features that could affect the homeless related crime. However, it is possible that 
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some risk factors that are unknown but closely related to the outcome event are excluded. Also, 

the RTM analysis exclusively focused on the place features thus social variables, such as poverty, 

ethnic heterogeneity, social status, family disruption, collective efficacy, and neighborhood 

instability are not included (Sampson & Groves, 1989; Sampson, Morenoff, & Gannon-Rowley, 

2002; Barnum et al., 2017b). Therefore, we should be aware of the possibility of weakening 

validity due to the excluded unknown places features and social variables. 

Fourth, it is uncertain the causal order of the risk factors and the homeless related crime. The 

utilized data and the results of RTM do not demonstrate the ordering clearly (Barnum et al., 2017a). 

In other words, this thesis is limited to determine whether a specific place feature created suitable 

environments for crime and induced offenders, or the offenders used the area for the crime and 

then the characteristics of that area changed. For instance, this thesis insists that past drug arrest 

location is the most influential risk factor for the homeless related crime. However, it is possible 

that many homeless offenders, who actively engaged in illegal drug dealing, changed the nature of 

some locations into advantageous for the crime by decreasing people’s commuting through their 

behavior. Therefore, some risk factors might be endogenous with the outcome event.  

Fifth, Although Irvin-Erickson (2014) found that the spatial effect of risk factors may differ 

over time, this thesis did not incorporate a temporal influence. The finding of Irvin-Erickson 

(2014) can be applied to the homeless related crime. For example, the spatial influence of past 

drug arrest location might be weakened during the daytime, but it can be strengthened at nighttime. 

Therefore, the absence of temporal components might not guarantee the accuracy for the future 

crime location. 
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Finally, this study used the counts of homeless crime, but it may be more appropriate to 

analyze the rates of homeless crime per homeless population. Gerell (2018) noted that the flow of 

people around someplace features has more influence on crime simply due to the ambient 

population around the bus stop – not due to bus stops being intrinsically criminogenic. For 

example, the number of violent crimes nearby bus stops located around parks is less than around 

bus stops located around downtown. Similar logic may apply to the consideration of homeless 

crime; risk factors may change when considering the distinction between crime risk per the 

homeless population versus the overall homeless crime intensity. 

Ⅲ. Policy Implications  

Keeping in mind such limitations, the findings of this study suggest a foundation for a 

policing strategy of LAPD against the homeless related crime. The results showed that the degree 

and relative spatial criminal influence of a specific risk factor are not significantly different by the 

types or role of homeless. Accordingly, based on the findings, concentrating on the identified place 

features might assists to reduce homeless related crime, regardless of the type. Also, the results of 

this study discovered that the highly concentrated area for homeless related crime was the Skid 

Row with more pinpointing places than the past research (Berk & MacDonald, 2010). By utilizing 

those micro-unit place, the LAPD can overcome the deficiency of the SCI, which is implemented 

the policing strategy in the Skid Row during several years, yet the area remains as a crime hot spot 

(Berk & MacDonald, 2010; Vitale, 2010). Therefore, the homeless related crime can be reduced 

by targeting to the identified influential criminogenic place features at a micro level of the unit.  

One venue for police intervention might be an applying the results of RTM to Problem 

Oriented Policing (POP) as a long-term strategy.  POP begins with identifying the problems, which 
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are comprised mainly of likely offenders, venerable victims, and suitable places (Braga, Weisburd, 

Waring, Mazerolle, Spelman, & Gajewski, 1999). Indeed, POP has proved its usefulness in 

controlling crimes at the certain clustered geographic areas (Braga et al., 1999). The findings in 

this study provide two problems; one is identified high risky places, the other one is drug related 

crime. Unlike tactics of the SCI that were conducted in a relatively large area, future policing 

strategy of LAPD should focus on the specific place features, such as convenience stores, metro 

stations, homeless shelters, and past drug arrests locations. Concentrating police resources to the 

more micro level units might be more effective and efficient instead of just doing patrol across all 

of skid row. Also, this study showed that homeless people are likely to be closely related to drug-

related crime. In other words, homeless people could be victims at certain places, even if they 

commit a drug-related crime. In this vein, when POP to reduce the homeless related crime is 

incorporated with strategies to combat the illegal drug market, the effectiveness might be 

amplified.  

Situational Crime Prevention (SCP) might be another possible approach as a long-term 

strategy. Situational crime prevention is one preventive approach to reduce the criminal 

opportunity by changing the physical environments (Clarke, 1995; Welsh, Farrington, & Taheri, 

2015). The modification of the environment could influence the offender’s criminal decisions by 

the increased risks and decreased rewards through strengthening the surveillance, such as lighting 

and CCTV (Cornish & Clarke, 2003). In this context, this study through RTM might provide 

suitable locations for the situational crime prevention. For example, establishing the CCTV around 

the bus stops, metro stations, or homeless shelter could prevent the homeless related crime by 
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deterring the potential offender. Also, increasing the number of lighting near to the past illegal 

market might help to make the areas a disadvantageous place to commit crime.  

Ⅳ. Future Research  

The current thesis demonstrates that RTM could identify risky place features to the homeless 

people. It also might be an essential foundation to predict future crime locations. Although this 

study used crime data of recent five years for more precise forecasting, an experiment was not 

conducted whether the homeless related crime occurs at the predicted places based on the findings 

of this thesis. Therefore, further research that compares future homeless related crime with the 

identified dangerous place is necessary. The usefulness of RTM as a predictive policing model on 

the homeless related crime will be proved according to the results of future crime. Also, if most of 

the future homeless related crime occurs in the predicted areas, the findings of this study will be 

practical and essential crime analysis to the LAPD.  

Second, the generalizability of this study can be supplemented by applying to a different area 

and other vulnerable groups. There remain several cities (e.g., New York City, Seattle, San Diego, 

and Sacramento), which have large homeless populations (BBC News, 2017). To reduce homeless 

related crime, common risk factors that create homeless related crime need to be verified across 

other cities. Furthermore, this study shows a new crime analysis approach that is starting with 

selecting a specific people group. This analysis method can be pursued in additional research 

utilizing RTM on another group that is vulnerable to crime.   

Third, future study should incorporate demographic factors that may moderate or mediate 

the place based factors assessed here. Prior literature suggested that incorporating the place feature 

and social disorganization variables (i.e., poverty, ethnic heterogeneity, social status, family 
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disruption, collective efficacy, and neighborhood instability) could provide meaningful results 

(Piza et al., 2016). For example, the influence of risk factors on motor vehicle theft varied across 

different neighborhoods (Piza et al., 2016). Also, other place based risk factors may be identified 

via interviews with homeless victims and offenders. 

Finally, our study does not include the temporal element on the homeless related crime. 

However, Irvin-Erickson (2014) has insisted that the influence of risk factors may be significantly 

different by over time. Also, Cohen and Felson (1979) emphasized the function of both time and 

place in routine activity theory. In this vein, considering the occurrence time of the homeless 

related crime is essential for the place-based predictive policing model, so that further study needs 

to analyze the temporal component. 

Ⅴ. Conclusion  

Since the rapid development of technology and the increase of available data, 

environmental criminology has been highlighted in micro level spatial analysis (Santos, 2016). 

Although environmental criminology at the micro place is promising, there are inherent limitations. 

The first weakness is that the spatial criminal analysis has been exclusively focused on specific 

types of crime. This overlooks the of other key compenents of crime, which are a motivated 

offender and suitable target (Cohen and Felson, 1979).  

To address the limitations of prior studies, this thesis introduces a new approach of spatial 

crime analysis, by beginning with selecting a vulnerable group, which is homeless people. Also, 

this study utilized the RTM to identify risk factors that create opportunity for homeless related 

crime. The usefulness of RTM as a predictive policing model has been illustrated through this 

research, as this study is the first to apply RTM to the homeless related crime. The identified place 
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features from RTM are consistent with inferred risk factors based on theoretical concepts. 

However, the spatial crime patterns according to violence towards homeless people, violence by 

homeless people, property crime to homeless people, and property crime by homeless people are 

not significantly different. Furthermore, the sets of risk factors to each crime outcome also similar. 

These findings opposed the traditional assumptions that certain types of crime have specific risk 

factors in a particular place (Caplan & Kennedy, 2016; Andresen & Hodgkinson, 2018; Barnum 

et al., 2017b). In addition, this study found that the past drug arrest location is most influential 

place feature that create criminal opportunity across all homeless related crime. Moreover, the 

crime attractors have more influence than crime generators to predict homeless related crime.  

Although this thesis has some limitations, it show that selecting a particular group at the 

beginning stage in the crime spatial analysis can be promising approach to reduce the crime. Also, 

the identified place features that influence the homeless related crime might be a essential 

foundation to save homeless people from crime. When the predicted locations coincide with future 

homeless related crime, the results of this study can enhance the usefulness of the RTM as a 

predictive policing model and inform potential future strategies to mitigate crime committed by 

and against the homeless. 
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